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A predictor of the season will be the time
that buds bloom and flowers are pollinated,
which will eventually grow into the apples
and fresh fruit we serve here at school. If
spring comes too early or an unexpected
late spring snow storm comes too late, it can
decimate a whole region's crops for the year. 

What does fruit farming having to do with
climate change?
Some might say, "If the earth is warming,
isn't that a good thing because we get a
longer growing season?" The answer, like
many things is, it depends. A warming Earth
can give colder climates like ours longer
growing seasons and allow us to grow more
things. However, when the months are
warmer for longer, pests and diseases can
survive the winter or venture north from the
southern states. As far as the flowering for
fruit plants, climate change can bring
irregular and sporadic weather events.
Heavy spring showers can be met with long
stretches of drought and heat later in the
season. Spring weather can come early and
later be met with sub-zero temperatures and
winter storms. This is something that
concerns farmers as we enjoy the early
spring warmth. Farmers are having to adapt
their growing methods and selection to face
our changing climate.

For us Western New Yorkers, spring and the
warmer months ahead are something we
look forward to for most of the year.
Spending half or more of the year in cold and
grey weather, spring brings about budding
tulips, green grass, and the anticipation of a
summer outside enjoying all that WNY has to
offer. 
Meanwhile, farmers tend to their crops;
readying them for harvest later in the year.
For them, while the growing season lies in
spring, summer and autumn, their hard work
and planning stretches into the winter. Grape
and apple farmers spend the winter pruning
and tending their fields readying them for the
season's crops to be made into wine, jam,
applesauce, and the juice we serve
throughout the year. As they work, they hope
for a bountiful growing season.

What is something we all enjoy? An early
spring! Getting those extra few weeks of
warm weather excites us for yard work,
grilling out, and exploring Zoar Valley or
Letchworth; but for farmers and gardeners
alike, this gift can only be partially enjoyed.

Everything but the
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The lettuce and
tomato were

hydroponically
grown in 
Eden, NY 
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1/2 cup of chopped bacon or sausage
crumbles
1 cup asparagus chopped
1/2 cup onion, small diced
6 eggs
1/2 cup cream or milk
1/3 cup  grated parmesan cheese
1 tsp salt and pepper, each

 Heat oven to 350.
 Sauté bacon or sausage over medium heat.
Remove once cooked.  In the same pan, add
in asparagus and onion (Tip: Add in any
other veggies you like  to these!) Sauté for 5
minutes.
 In a bowl, whisk together eggs, cream,
cheese, and seasonings. 
 In a pie pan or cast iron skillet, add in meat
and cooked vegetables, pour egg mixture
on top of this.
 Bake for 20 minutes until eggs are set and
the top is browned. 

Asparagus Frittata
We will be serving this as a taste test on May 6th!
Ingredients

Instructions:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

CHEW ON THIS

TASTE TEST - Asparagus  Frittata

May 6th

Our taste test will include a frittata stuffed with
bacon and veggies. A frittata is similar to a
crustless quiche. Typically, it is a bit lighter
than a quiche, using milk instead of a heavier
half and half or heavy cream. Check out the
recipe to try it at home! 

WHAT'S FOR
LUNCH?

LOOKING AHEAD
We know that farmers like to plan ahead
so they know how much to grow or raise in
the coming season. If you are, or know, a
farmer who would like to work with the
Forestville Cafeteria in the 2021-2022 school
year please reach out to Nick Weith at
nweith@forestville.com.

Homemade pita bread was made for Ms. Megan's Stuffed Pita Sandwiches!

Harvest of the Month 

This month we will feature asparagus! A stalk
that grows right of the ground with a delicate
a delicious tip that is most everyone's favorite
thing to snack on.  
What we think of as asparagus is actually just
the sprout or beginning stages of its perennial
life cycle. If we let it keep growing in our
gardens it would be a tall fern-like plant that
could even tower over a grown adult at a
max height of 8 feet! See the picture on the
front for what an asparagus plant looks like.
Because asparagus is the young sprout of
the plant, the best and usually only. time to
enjoy it is in the spring during May and early
June. After that, it will continue to grow and
mature. With today's technology and
transportation we can enjoy asparagus year-
round, but it always tastes better when grown
and enjoyed locally!

Cinnamon roll OR homemade herbed

pizza dough stuffed with pepperoni,

mozzarella, and tomato sauce and fresh

basil?


